
15th January 2017 CR Exec Meeting: 

Members Present - Jaeyoung, Ryan, Nyree, Qifeng, Tanvi, Derek, Dan, Dragana, Sapna, Ari and 

Frances 

Welcome Remarks- Qifeng: Welcome, this is a great start however Hilary is slightly slow as 

compared to Michaelmas as everyone gets quite busy this term. 

Approval of last term's meetings- Approved 

Updates-  

Qifeng: attended meeting for new house purchasing on Iffley road. We will lose one of the Bradmore 

houses. The govt launched a scheme to prevent terrorist activities on campus. Our principal is trying 

his best to frame a policy for our college as well.  

 Dragana: we do want to have a hand over dinner. Is it usually done for Thursday night dinner? I'll 

make up a doodle for one of the last weeks of term.  

Ryan: this is quite confidential but Catherine will send out a broader notice on college behaviour. 

There is police involvement in two different issues at the moment. Apart from the on sight assault 

issue we've had a drink spiking incident recently. Have asked the bar to be more cautious. The 

information should be out quite soon and Catherine will make the official announcement.  

Nyree: I need to send out an email to ask for submissions for Linacre Line so I can figure out the 

format of the issue. I know of a place that charges around 5-10 pounds per copy.   

Jaeyoung: don't have many updates but this term we will start cleaning up the sports shack and do 

an inventory check as well. Qifeng: what about the sports dinner? Jae: It's usually during trinity term.  

Derek: will send an email to ask people to sign up for bar/Cambridge exchanges. Dragana: the 

college should give us some more money for free dinners for the exec especially the social secs. 

Qifeng: I want to put up a motion for the same. Dragana: I feel that we should ask the college for 

money first and see if they can offer us more money from another fund. Dan: the next few public 

will have increased security because if the recent incidents. Qifeng: I assume the college will pay 

money for this extra security but it's best to ask and say that it was not budgeted and we can't take 

it from the surplus.  

Qifeng on Emma's behalf: there will be two events happening in this term- Charities Quiz and 

Charities Run which are already on the term card and we just need to advertise them properly.  

Frances: Conor will transition me tomorrow and I would also like to go to other colleges so Linacre 

can branch out/get to know more people. Qifeng: check with Conor about the women's officer as 

well. Ryan: when is the next publicity mail going to be created? Frances : as soon as the handover 

happens.  

Ari: student union has a meeting on wed and there is nothing specific to Linacre as such but they're 

talking about Trump and how his policies will affect the University etc. I think there are a whole list 

of events and everything that we can use but I'm not sure what the SU really does so an insight 



would be helpful. Just email me or I'll come up with something for the next meeting . Nobody really 

cares about the SU and it would be nice to have people get involved. Would also like to have more 

consent workshops Qifeng: ask the OUSU officer to come and speak at one of the CR meetings. Ari: 

great idea. Will do.  

Hustings update- Qifeng: basically it is for the Women's Officer position. Frances needs to advertise 

President, The Treasurer  and Secretary . Dragana: the ball committee wants to put up a motion to 

get more money from the endowment fund.  Qifeng: think it is a good idea for the surplus to be 

spent on the ball.  

Any other business: Nyree- do we get our own emails as a part of the exec? Qifeng: just ask the IT 

and they will confirm.  

Meeting closed   


